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Regulatory fines and penalties linked to AML & sanctions compliance breaches or weaknesses in
financial crime control systems dominate headlines, however a major challenge facing accountable
institutions is managing the spiralling costs of compliance and efforts to combat financial crime.
Research indicates that in the US & Europe these costs exceeded US$100bn in 2019, a staggering
70-80% of AML/KYC compliance spend is attributable to the labour component alone.
As financial crime activity continues to evolve and associated compliance costs escalate, accountable
institutions need more sustainable technology solutions which are able to truly augment and scale
their human workforce. This requires technology which is able to more efficiently manage increasing
alert volumes as well as agile and intelligent enough to adapt to the complexity of an evolving risk
universe.

Analysing the operational
compliance burden placed on
accountable institutions is key
to understanding next - generation
technology solutions to more
efﬁciently and effectively manage
the risk.
Compliance Obligations
AML / KYC compliance and regulation compel
accountable institutions to monitor and report on
suspicious transactions or customers and treat each
alert with the prescribed degree of diligence or face
regulatory sanctions and potential reputational
damage.

Increasing Alert Volumes
In order to comply accountable institutions have
adopted intelligent technologies (predictive technologies), to monitor suspicious transactions and screen
customers. Predictive technologies generate alerts
based on a combination of algorithms and rules.
The volume of alerts escalates as:
• the number of electronic transactions increases
• regulators evolve and introduce new legislation
to remain one step ahead of increasingly
sophisticated financial crime tactics.
• watchlists etc are updated and expanded
Human Capacity Constraints

As prescribed by legislation various layers of human
AML specialists analyse alerts and make critical
decisions on appropriate actions – clear (false
positive) or escalate and investigate the alert. The
time taken to make these decisions is driven by
SLA’s but averages around 6 hours per alert. Human
experts are limited in capacity and therefore the
volume of alerts they can manage each day.
Further exacerbating the problem, human fatigue
and inconsistency are often highlighted as an
efficacy concern. To manage alert volumes and
occasional spikes accountable institutions are
compelled to employ, or outsource to massive teams
of AML / KYC specialists.
The process is costly and largely inefficient as 90 98% of alerts are cleared as false positives.
Attempting to manage alert volumes through
threshold and sensitivity rules create potential
weaknesses that allow transactions to go unnoticed.
In addition to hefty fines and penalties which could
lead to suspension of licences no organisation can
afford the reputational damage associated with a
breach.

The solution to responsibly managing
increasing alert volumes and spikes,
in a complex and dynamic environment,
lies in deploying technology which is
able to scale human AML expertise.
This is made possible through
Merlynn’s ALERT DECISION ENGINE.
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THE SOLUTION

The ALERT DECISION ENGINE
digitally replicates the decisions
human AML experts currently make.
When digital expertise is deployed, the time required
to analyse alerts, make critical decisions, and
determine appropriate action reduces from hours to
milliseconds. ALERT DECISION ENGINE is currently
deployed in banking environments as a level 1
“Virtual Analyst” to sift through alerts, identify false
positives, and escalate all others exactly as an expert
human analyst would - only the ALERT DECISION
ENGINE does so in ‘real-time’.
ALERT DECISION ENGINE is positioned as an
adjacent technology which complements and
enhances existing monitoring technologies to
optimise the management of AML / KYC risk and
regulatory compliance by digitally replicating and
scaling human decision making. Human Capacity
Constraints

Existing
Predictive
Technology

Alerts
• Transaction
monitoring
• Customer
screening
• Payment
screening

The ALERT DECISION ENGINE enables
organisations to better manage limited
resources:
• human experts spend their time more efficiently,
investigating expert-defined true matches.
• Level 2 / 3 analysts are provided with a full assessment,
reducing their average decision time to 15-20 minutes*
revolutionizing the entire process.
• Level 1 analysts can be upskilled to further improve
turnaround times without compromising assessment
quality.
• In line with the dynamic environment, the Virtual Analyst
can be adjusted in real-time model refinement
accommodates rapid learning updates to ensure the
Virtual Analysts knowledge remains current and relevant.

Process ﬂow including virtual experts

ALERT
DECISION
ENGINE

Virtual Analyst

Level 1 Decisions

Level 2/3 human analyst

• Real time
analysis of
alert to identify
false positive
or true match

• Ratifies Virtual
Analyst decision
• Closes alert
• Investigates true
match

Actions
• Actions taken
based on AML
expert decision
/investigation
outcome

Real-time
15-20 min decision

ALERT DECISION
ENGINE BENEFITS:
Reduced Risk:

• Human experts are free to work on the highest
value activities,
• The human expert can easily test and adjust their
virtual analyst as their own IP evolves.

• Scaled decision expertise enables organisations to
accommodate larger alert volumes and absorb alert
spikes.

• Alleviates the need to limit alert volumes through
rules which are inevitably circumvented.
• Virtual Analysts monitor the environment 24/7 365
days a year and respond in real-time
• Virtual Analysts process large volumes of information
without the risk of fatigue, variations in quality, or
inconsistency.

Merlynn’s
ALERT DECISION ENGINE
enables accountable institutions
to more efficiently and effectively
manage alerts reducing
regulatory and reputational risk,
enhancing existing anti-financial
crime monitoring and detection
capabilities.

WHAT MAKES
ADE UNIQUE?

Underpinning the
ALERT DECISION ENGINE
is Merlynn’s nextgeneration AI decision
technology
TACIT OBJECT MODELER –
TOMTM
TOMTM is currently the only
technology able to replicate
real human decision expertise,
through its proprietary AI engine
capabilities TOMTM digitises
human expertise to create
“Virtual Experts / Analysts”.

• TOMTM is unique in its ability to capture
‘Tacit Knowledge’ (knowledge gained through
experience, non-rules based which resides in the
human subconscious and often described as
“gut-instinct”).
• TOMTM requires no historical data as TOMTM
learns from your experts.
• TOMTM is easily integrated into existing systems
using the TOM API.
• Decision inputs are recorded to ensure decision
transparency for committee approvals and
auditing purposes.

ALERT DECISION ENGINE
Currently deployed in major banking environments
to assist with KYC and AML efforts in amongst others:

Transaction Monitoring

Customer Screening

Payment screening

USE CASES

ALERT DECISION ENGINE
CHECKS ALL THE BOXES

For more information visit
www.merlynn-ai.com

